We Make. We Supply. We Deliver.

Leaders in packaging.
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An introduction

Zeus Pack are the experts in safe, durable packing solutions, designed to maximise your profit. As a leading specialist distribution and manufacturing group, we supply a diverse range of products and supply solutions to a wide range of customer markets.

We provide solutions for a wide variety of applications such as:
- Stretch Film
- Adhesive Tapes
- Cartons
- Polythene
- Protective Packaging
- Strapping
- Labelling
- Machinery & Packaging Systems

We supply first-class Industrial packaging solutions to the world.

Operations in:
Ireland | UK | Spain | Germany | Poland
Australia | New Zealand | Canada
Stretch Film

High Performance Stretch Film from Zeus Pack is designed to help you transport goods safely and profitably.

We provide the appropriate film, which when applied correctly, ensure your load is transport proof. And because we help you do this efficiently, there is no wasted packaging to eat into your profit margin.

Zeus Pack takes an analytical approach. We apply our years of experience to identify exactly what is required, along with a detailed report recommending benefits and savings that can be achieved. We also periodically assess and monitor your operations performance, to ensure that these savings are delivered.

Machine Stretch Film
We offer a full range of industrial machine stretch films. Their specifications suit Standard, Power and Super Power stretch applications, all delivering excellent puncture resistance and load retention.

Zeus Pack can also produce opaque and tinted film, with the option of UV stabilisers, slip and cling additives. Zeus Pack has the facility to print on stretch film, enhancing your company brand or for product identification.

Along with our own comprehensive range of high performance stretch films, we also offer the very best from Europe’s leading manufacturers of highly technical films. We will always recommend and demonstrate the most cost-effective film that is best suited to your operation and machine capability, ensuring a stable, well-presented, cost-efficient delivery.

Our promise is to:
✓ Understand your application
✓ Reduce wrapping costs
✓ Evaluate current performance
✓ Reduce your waste
✓ Establish current costs
✓ Optimise film performance
✓ Make a recommendation

✓ Improve your wrapping consistency
✓ Substantiate benefits
✓ Improve load stability
✓ Implement plan
✓ Improve pallet presentation
✓ Monitor performance

Our analytical approach has a proven track record in reducing the true costs to a business. We’re not talking about pennies on the price per kilo of film, but significant and real provable savings in addition to other benefits.

Examples of annual savings achieved by our customers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All we need is a half hour on site, at a time convenient to you, to understand your application and establish the current true cost to your business. We will then work with you, demonstrate and produce a written report to show what savings can be achieved by selecting us as a supply partner. What’s more, if you choose to implement our recommendation, we will monitor performance to ensure that the savings we have shown are always delivered.

Hand Stretch Wrap
Zeus Pack offers a wide range of manually applied, hand stretch wrap. These rolls are suitable for quick and easy hand wrapping, where machine application is not available.

Zeus Pack films are produced with natural clings in the polymer. Therefore, we can offer all hand films with a guaranteed 100% usage on the roll, resulting in zero waste. These rolls are available in a wide range of microns and colours, including pre-stretched blown film to suit all your product requirements.

Stretch Netting
Zeus Pack offers a range of pallet Stretch Netting options, in both hand and machine variety. Designed for use in applications prone to high condensation, or where there is a risk that a delicate product may be crushed, our Stretch Netting provides excellent pallet stability while minimising your costs.
Adhesive Tapes

Polypropylene Tape
Available in both machine and hand lengths, polypropylene tape is a tough, waterproof low-static tape, with high impact resistance. Available in clear and coloured options, its superior performance in cold environments makes it ideal for food applications.

Low Noise Tape
A high strength polypropylene tape with a low noise, slow release. This makes it perfect for busy open-plan environments, where noise can be an irritation, or for packaging products in confined spaces.

Vinyl/PVC Tape
A high-quality tape with a solvent and natural rubber adhesive. Releases with a silent and smooth action. Available in clear and coloured.

Coloured Tape
Our range of coloured tapes are available in a variety of widths, lengths and materials.

Printed Tape
We offer a wide range of printed tapes with standard handling or security messages. We are also able to print your own company name, logo or message in up to 6 colours on hand or machine lengths rolls.

Gummed Paper Tape
Gummed Tape gives a strong, tamper-evident seal when used to seal corrugated cases. Designed to remain intact under extreme conditions, it is ideal for deep freeze.

Masking Tape
We offer a variety of widths which are easily torn by hand off the roll. Ideal for paint masking or surface protection. Zeus Pack offers a range of masking tapes that remove cleanly from the product after use.

Specialist Tapes
From double sided to aluminium foil tapes Zeus Pack can supply a wide range of specialist tapes designed for use where a technical solution is required.

Reinforced Tape
A wide range of reinforced tapes are available from Zeus Pack, including Crossweave, Monofilament and Waterproof Cloth (Gaffer) Tape. Ideal for heavy duty and high security carton sealing, or for bundling steel and plastic.

Cartons

Single and Double Wall Boxes
We offer an extensive selection of stock boxes in single and double wall board. Our range has been specifically tailored to offer an impressive variety of options, meaning you are more likely to find a box to suit your needs. Single wall boxes are excellent for a myriad of storage and distribution needs, whilst double wall boxes offer added strength and security for heavier or more sensitive products. Boxes are an environmentally friendly and economic way to protect and preserve your goods in storage or transit. Zeus Pack can also supply bespoke solutions, designed and manufactured to your specification.

Mail Order
✓ BDC boxes pre-printed in brown.
✓ BDCM boxes pre-printed in blue.
✓ BG1 boxes are in double-wall for extra protection.

Postal
A range of white die-cut cartons are available, flat packed for easy storage and quick assembly. They are made from high quality corrugated board with a white outer.

Shell and Slide
Lined with profile foam to give superb shock absorption and to stop the product from moving. They are made with high quality corrugated board, and come ready assembled for immediate use.

Pallet Packs
A composite pack with a bottom tray, pre-mounted on a four-way entry heat treated wooden pallet, along with an inner sleeve and top cap.

The sleeve is supplied flat within a tray and top cap to minimise space. Ideal for heavy items, as the sleeve can be placed over the item as it is positioned onto the tray.

Archive
Ideal for safe, dust-free storage of records and files. They come in a variety of sizes, flat-packed for easy storage and quick assembly.
Polythene

Pallet Hoods & Sheets
We make and sell a wide variety of pallet hoods and sheets. These are available in a range of thickness and colour to meet your specification. We are constantly developing new products and bespoke specifications in this area.

These include:
- Centre fold shrink covers
- Dust sheets and covers
- Side weld shrink covers
- Gusseted shrink covers
- Jumbo shrink film
- Stretch hooping
- Stretch and release hoods
- Pallet top & base sheets

Shrink Film
Shrink films are ideal for protecting, securing and enhancing products. Our expertise in this complex and demanding area allows us to offer innovative, flexible packaging solutions. We can provide films suited for presentation packaging or for use with food products. Our film can be used for manual or automatic packaging and can carry printed messaging and imagery, up to eight colours.

Layflat Tubing
Layflat Tubing is a flexible, thin, seamless poly tubing, that is pressed flat then wound on rolls. Available in a range of standard sizes from 2” to 72” wide, or manufactured to any size required to suit bespoke orders, layflat tubing is extremely versatile.

Bags & Liners
We supply a wide range of bags and box liners in different sizes, colours and thickness. These bags can be certified and approved for use in the food, pharmaceutical and medical industries. We also offer the option of printed bespoke design, should you require it.

Protective Packaging

Bubble Film
Extremely lightweight, strong and flexible, delivering excellent protection against shock, vibration and abrasion. Available in small and large bubble, in full width or slit to match your required size. Bubble bags and pouches are also available in a selection of sizes.

Bubble Blanket Rolls and Furniture Covers
Our bubble blanket furniture covers are highly cost effective and convenient products. Designed for high quality protection to upholstered furniture, they are strong, resilient and suitable for single person application.

Available in three standard sizes, with colour coded edges for ease of recognition, we also offer a printed option for you to display your company logo.

Padded Envelopes
Bubble lined mailers are a lightweight and inexpensive means of protecting products in transit.

Available in a range of sizes with paper or polythene outer. These mailers can be printed with promotional or company information.

Loose Fill
We offer a range of loose fill options to help protect your fragile goods in transport. Hoppers are also available to dispense loose fill around your product efficiently.

Polyethylene Foam
This is versatile, lightweight, hygienic, inexpensive, moisture-resistant and non-abrasive. It is also a totally CFC free product. We can supply by the roll, or converted into cut sheets or pouches for your requirements.

Edge Protection
Edge protection is a further step to remove the risk of damage in transit.
- Cardboard, L-shaped edge protectors are available in different lengths, cut to suit the height of your pallet.
- Polyethylene, foam edge protection is ideal for the protection furniture.

Corrugated Paper
Ideal for wrapping around, or inserted between, products in boxes, corrugated paper offers excellent protection against damage to your product.

Tubes
Postal tubes are ideal for the safe storage and distribution of posters, spares or components. A range of sizes are available and special sizes can be manufactured to suit your requirements.
Strapping

Hand Strapping
A safe, easy-to-use, flexible plastic strap that absorbs shocks. Available in polypropylene and polyester, special sizes and colours are available, as well as printed strapping based on your own design.

Machine Strapping
Suitable for most semi-automatic and fully automatic strapping machines, it can be printed for advertising and identification purposes. Available in polypropylene and polyester in a variety of sizes and colours.

Tools
These are available as either a separate tensioner and crimper, or as a one-piece combination tool. Separate tools are ideal for vertical or horizontal sealing. The combination tool tensions, seals and cuts all in one operation.

Seals
We offer a full range of standard and heavy duty seals to suit most applications.

Edge Guards
Corner protectors are ideal for applications where strapping is used to protect the product from damage. Open, closed and expanding corner protectors are available.

Steel Strapping
Ideal for packing heavy cases and boxes, Zeus Pack offers steel strapping in ribbon-wound coils or oscillated wound. It is available in different widths and strengths. We also supply related products such as tools and seals for steel strapping.

Dispensers
We offer a comprehensive range of stands, mobile trolleys and tables for hand polypropylene, along with a full range of dispensers for steel strapping.

Labelling

Plain Labels
Our range of thermal transfer and direct thermal labels can be used in a wide variety of laser and inkjet printers.

Available in various colours, you can choose between permanent and removable adhesive.

Printed Labels
You supply the artwork, we print the labels. Labels from one to full colour, on a variety of substrates from matt white paper through to the full range of synthetics and foils.

Supplied in reels, fan folded or sheeted in singles and multiples if required.

Ribbons
Zeus Pack supplies thermal transfer labels for all printers. We offer compatible and OEM ribbons available in wax, wax/resin and all resin formulations, to satisfy the most demanding requirements.

Document Labels
Designed to secure your documentation to the outside of any packages. Available from stock, in either plain or with standard printed text.
Machinery & Packaging Systems

Stretch Wrappers
Zeus Pack offers a range of semi-automatic stretch wrappers. We will work with you to identify the best fit for your product needs, to deliver maximum cost saving and efficiency.

Case Sealer & Erectors
Designed for the automatic sealing and erecting of cases, Zeus Pack offers an array of case sealers and erectors to meet your packaging needs.

Void Fill Systems
We offer a range of options, from air-filled pillows to paper packed systems. We work with you to identify the most cost effective process for your operation.

Strapping Machines
We supply high-speed, automatic and semi-automatic polypropylene strapping machines. Designed to offer narrow strap options, with improved operator safety, our strapping machines have the flexibility to meet your needs.

Heat Sealers
We supply a range of polythene bag sealers, industrial heat sealers, security sealers, portable hand sealers and sack sealers. A full range of accessories and spare parts is also available.

Shrink Wrapping
We have the expertise to recommend the optimum, cost-effective shrink wrap process for your products; contact us for further details.
UK OFFICES

Biggleswade - HQ
Lancaster Way,
Stratton Business Park,
Biggleswade, SG18 8YL

East Midlands
Office 9, Corby Innovation Hub,
Bangrave Road South, Weldon,
Corby, Northamptonshire,
NN17 1NN

West Midlands
Barlow Drive, West Bromwich,
West Midlands, B70 6BG

East Anglia and
Lincolnshire
34 Europa Way, Martineau Lane,
Norwich, Norfolk, NR1 2EN

Northern England
1st Floor, Phase 2,
Hope Park, Bradford,
BD5 8HH

IRELAND OFFICES

Dublin - HQ
Unit 500 Grants Row,
Greenogue Business Park,
Rathcoole, Dublin

Cork
Courtstown Industrial Estate,
Little Island, Cork

Northern Ireland
Central Park, Mallusk,
Newtownabbey,
Co. Antrim, BT36 4FS

EUROPEAN OFFICES

Germany
Roseckstraße 19,
72108 Rottenburg a.N.

Spain
C/ Progreso nº2, Edif Bosque y Paya,
Oficina 239, 28906 Getafe, Madrid

Poland
ul. Warszawska 39/41,
61-028 Poznań KRS: 0000357803
NIP: 527-262-88-09

OCEANIA OFFICES

New Zealand
Hillcrest Hamilton 3251
New Zealand

Australia
5 Production Drive,
Alfredton, Victoria 3350

AMERICAS OFFICES

Canada
398-2416 Main Street,
Vancouver, BC V5T 3E2